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Remote Virtual Training Session Gets Surface NMR System
Up and Running Quickly in Algeria
Vista Clara has been a pioneer in delivering remote
video-based training and customer support, even
before the Covid-19 pandemic.
Here is a prime example of how our virtual training
capabilities, in conjunction with localized professional
representatives, can make all the difference for
getting end customers up and running quickly and
smoothly.
Working with our Algeria representative, IMTRADE Scientific & Industrial Solutions, Vista Clara
geophysical experts provided remote training for setting up and using one of our GMR Surface-based
Magnetic Resonance tools for use by the Laboratory of Underground Oil, Gas and Aquifer Resources at
the University of Ouargla in Southern Algeria.

Click here to read the full story with more photos and NMR data examples.

Sales are Accelerating
for Vista Clara's
Dart Highly Portable,
Go-Anywhere
NMR Logging Solutions

As we move into 2021 and many organizations shift back toward more normal operations, Vista Clara
has been seeing a significant wave of new activity across the board. In particular, the usage of our Dart
highly portable magnetic resonance logging tools have accelerated.
The Dart™ is the world’s only portable, battery-powered MR logging tool. Its small diameter and ultrashort echo spacing are deal for measuring water content in shallow soils and sediments. The optional
Geoprobe® (JP140G) has a narrower diameter and can be deployed using Geoprobe’s direct push
profiling systems.

See how leading geophysics professionals are deploying portable Dart logging tools.

Meet Vista Clara's
Newest International Representatives
As we continually work to serve all our global customers most effectively,
Vista Clara has recently been adding new regional representation in
targeted areas.
Check out our latest new partners:
IMTRADE - Algeria
See the full list of Vista Clara International Representatives

Explore Career Opportunities at Vista Clara!
Vista Clara is hiring qualified and motivated people for a number of exciting
career paths. Open positions:
Technical Sales Manager
Technical Sales and Support Specialist
Firmware/Software Electrical Engineer
Click Here to Check out Current Career Openings

For more info visit the
Vista Clara Web Site

Visit our web site at www.vista-clara.com

